
TWO PRINCIPLES OF PROVIDING ADMINISTRATIVE

Business and Administration Level 2 Unit two: Principles of providing administrative services Assessment 2 You should
use this file to complete your.

As I worked for two companies owned by brothers who shared a building I was the only member of office
staff employed so all work typing, book keeping, invoicing etc for both companies was done by me so I had a
lot of different and varied jobs to do every day. Train Gather information from the traveller as to their
requirements and needs for example do they wish to travel 1st class, do they prefer a direct route to their
destination, do they need any help on arrival at the station, if they have a disability for instance. Computer
telephony integration This links telephone and computer systems together so that when the telephone rings, a
dialog box appears on the computer screen with options for answering. Complete the table below with an
outline of the main types of business travel and accommodation arrangements that may need to be made and
the procedures that should be followed when doing this. If not it might cause you company to lose the money,
because you can not to use equipment in full power. It helps to keep better hygiene for employees â€” clean
equipment minimises the spread of infections and germs. You need to plan departing and arriving time
because it might be difference between times due to time zones. Complete the table below with the following
information: At least two examples of internal mail services that are available to organisations At least two
examples of external mail services that are available to organisations Internal mail services External mail
services 1. How do customers demonstrate their own needs and expectations? If we need to send an item and
guarantee it will be delivered the next working day or the same day or if a mail needs to be sent on recorded
delivery we have to look for postal charges and the time within which the mail will be delivered. By turning
off the lights when leaving we save energy, company saves money and we help to reduce carbon footprint. It
also makes it possible to then review this information against the set budgets which will have been agreed
upon and given to each individual or department. When you booking accommodation you must check what
needs you customers have, does he need his wife. If the person in charge of booking everything fails to get
instructions and requirements confirmed then this can cause a number of problems such as wasted time and
money. It also offer wide of delivery options to suit customer requirements. How do customers demonstrate
their own needs and expectations? Cleaning equipment after use can lead to less problems and increased
efficiency. When materials and components are delivered always check these before they are used, if they
appear to be of a substandard quality the finished product their use was intended for will also be substandard
quality and not be useable. First impressions count at all the time. The customers may be the distributors,
traders suppliers or the users.


